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Abstract—An ultra low power wake-up detector based on
frequency analysis is presented in this paper. Focused on en-
vironmental or military Internet of Things (IoT) applications, it
aims at detecting in real time the presence of specific animal
species or drones for generating alerts and for triggering power
consuming tasks such as high frequency signal recording only
when needed.
This wake-up detector continuously monitors the presence of
specific frequencies in an analog signal, with a good frequency
selectivity and a high frequency detection capability. It is based
on an ultra-low analog frequency to voltage converter using a
current-mirror, analog timers and comparators.
Dedicated to long term stealth environmental or military surveys,
a strong emphasis has been put in power consumption reduction
in order to limit size and weight of the system. This power
consumption has been reduced to 34µW , leading to a full year
of autonomy including the microphone when powered by 3 coin
cell CR2032 batteries.

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) systems for environmental and
military surveys are submitted to strong operational or environ-
mental constraints, such as installing a device in a strict nature
area or in a restricted area. Environmental and military surveys
requires to record signals such as sound for long periods of
time (several months or years). Long recording operations
are hardly compatible with low power and high frequency
recording because of data storage capacity or battery energy.

For example, acoustic recording of animals such as bats or
rats, having a communication and localization system emitting
up to 120kHz [1] and aerial drones producing a characteristic
noise around 40kHz [2], requires to have a data acquisition
system working at a minimum of 240ksps with a resolution
of 24 bits for detecting low level signal. This leads to store
2.5GB of data every hour for each channel.

In these conditions, it is almost impossible to have a
portable autonomous long term data acquisition system able to
record continuously. We have to cope with an issue described
in [3]–[6]. In order to store efficiently the high frequency
acoustic signals occurring sparsely at a random time, it is more
efficient to start recording only when an interesting signal
is present. This allows to avoid useless power consumption,
useless data storage saturation, and useless post-processing for
rising alarms or finding out interesting events. Following the
emerging idea of using edge computing techniques, this local

pre-filtering process allows to detect only interesting events,
thus consuming less, saving a huge amount of data storage
and making the recorder operational for a longer time.

Existing state of art environmental recording systems [7]
[8] are working on a standard 12V − 1.2Ah lead battery
having a global capacity of 14.4Wh. In continuous high
frequency recording, batteries would last only 30 hours, with-
out including the energy necessary for processing signals
and generating alerts. Fortunately, continuous recording is
mostly not necessary for environmental rare event detection,
but can be reduced to interesting data periods, for example
for detecting intrusions of specific species in a strict natural
reserve or malicious behaviors such as aerial drones invasions
in a restricted military area.

A solution allowing long term monitoring and alert gen-
eration is to use a wake-up detector activated by detection
of a specific frequency on the acoustic signal, and to record
the signal only when the wake-up detector has been triggered.
Low power wake-up systems based on raw frequency detection
exist [9], like [10] but they are mainly specified on detecting a
specific frequency [11] and are specialized in radio frequency
analysis, for example RFID technologies [12]. There are also
some detectors using advanced digital processing techniques
and having more developed capabilities such as pattern detec-
tion, like [13] or [14], but with a limited sampling frequency
and at a higher overall power cost due to analog to digital
conversions.

In [15], we have introduced a way for detecting
environmental events using a digital wake-up detector
working on high frequency sound signal has been proposed.
Power consumption of this system is about 0.6mW and
consumption of the ultrasonic microphones used (Knowles
SPU0410LR5H) is equivalent. Using a 14.5Wh battery
(classical 12V − 1.2Ah lead battery), this micro-controller
based wake-up system can be active about 3 years in
continuous mode, compared with a 30 hours of continuous
high frequency recording with most of the time no useful
signal. This is paving the way for long term environmental
survey protocols, but with a major drawback : it is impossible
to use it in very lightweight and small embedded systems
due to the lead battery size which is 10cm long and weights
600g.



In this paper, we present a novel implementation of a
high frequency signal wake-up detector based on an analog
implementation using discrete components as shown in fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Ultra-low power analog wake-up detector

First, the general architecture of the acquisition system is
presented with a focus on the power consumption budget
available in wake-up always on detection mode. In a second
part, the ultra-low power analog implementation of the wake-
up system based on frequency analysis is described. In a third
part, results are presented and compared to existing solutions.

II. ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION

A. Size and weight reduction : a strong constraint on batteries

As explained in the introduction, compared to previous
solutions, we aim at reducing the size and the weight of
the data acquisition system to embed it anywhere without
disturbing present species.

We mainly focus on the battery size reduction by using
standards 3V−0.23Ah−0.69Wh CR2032 batteries (weighting
3g each) instead of a classical 12V − 1.2Ah− 14.4Wh lead
battery (weighting 600g) as presented in [15]. Battery weight
has to be reduced by a factor 100 whereas capacity has to
be reduced by a factor 10. At the same time, lifetime of the
detection system must be maintained in wake-up always on
mode for at least one year. That means power consumption
has to be reduced by approximately a factor 10 to compensate
the battery reduction.

Considering that alerts to be detected and recorded are
rare, we can assume that the maximum acceptable average
power consumption in wake-up detection mode is approxi-
mately equal to the battery capacity divided by the needed
autonomy of the system (i.e. 12 months). It is the same
for aerial drones detection systems, considering intrusions
are rare. For example, using 3 coin cell batteries CR2032,
this leads to allow an average power budget on one year of
3 ∗ 0.69

24 ∗ 365
= 236µW for the always on wake-up detection

mode including the microphone power supply. With this

constraint, use of the Knowles SPU0410LR5H microphone
used in [15] is not possible because its power consumption
is 500µW . Instead, we have chosen another lower power
microphone from Knowles, the FG-23329-P07 having a power
consumption of about 200µW . This microphone has been
validated experimentally for ultrasonic detection at 40kHz
or more without any trouble, even if it is not described in
the corresponding Knowles datasheet. With this microphone,
36µA are available for powering the wake-up always on
detector.

B. System architecture

This paper focuses on the low power wake-up system
based on frequency analysis, however a global description
of the recording and analysis system is presented in Fig. 2.
The acoustic low power wake-up system based on frequency
analysis is connected with other parts of the high frequency
recording system using a low power device. Processing is done
in three steps, each one having an increasing power cost :
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Fig. 2. Global recording system description.

• First, a microphone transmits input signal to our low
power analog implementation of the wake up device
based on frequency analysis. When the wake up system
detects a specific frequency sound distinctive of an ani-
mal, an interrupt is sent to the management system.

• Upon reception of an interrupt, the management unit
microcontroller starts further advanced signal processing
using traditional linear or non-linear filters, neural net-
works, wavelets transforms or correlations to determine
whether the signal detected is a true alert or not [16]–
[20]. Other additional sensors can be used for improving
the quality of these additional computations. These oper-
ations are performed on demand, with a more important
power consumption of about 17.5mW . The management
unit is also able to launch an alert. It is interesting to
notice that, depending on the signal interest, our ultra
low power wake-up system based on frequency analysis
could be sufficient, as the high frequency (from 40 kHz
to 200 kHz) will be far away from the human activities
frequency range. Theses filtering operations are not in the
scope of this paper.

• Then, if the detection is confirmed, the management unit
starts recording the signal from the microphone and stores



it on a SD card for a defined amount of time, in order to
record the next occurrences of the interesting signal. It is
important to notice that this way of proceeding cannot be
used for recording one shot signals because signal used
for low power acoustic wake-up is lost. A solution using
an analogical to digital signal buffer converter could be
implemented but would not be low power.

III. ULTRA LOW-POWER WAKE-UP DETECTOR BASED ON
FREQUENCY ANALYSIS ANALOG IMPLEMENTATION

This paper is focused on the analog low power wake-up
detector. It has been designed with an idea of simplicity in
order to get the lowest power consumption possible. It is based
on a frequency to voltage conversion, using a monostable
driven linear discharge of a capacitor at a constant current.
Periodically, the voltage of the capacitor, image of the input
frequency, is sampled and hold for being compared to thresh-
olds by analog comparators.

This implementation has been inspired by our previous
digital implementation on a PIC24FJ256 [15], [21] from
Microchip, but with a drastic reduction of power consumption.

A. Architecture Description

As shown on fig. 3, signal from the analog low power
microphone is first passed into an hysteresis comparator. This
comparator allow to remove ambient noise by triggering only
when a the US input signal have a sufficient amplitude.
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Fig. 3. Ultra Low Power Acoustic Wake-Up System

Then, output Uh of the hysteresis comparator enters a
monostable analog timer which will generate pulses UM

with a constant high time, but synchronized with the input
signal. At this step, we can notice that UM average value
is directly proportional to input signal US frequency. At this
step, a simple RC filter could be used, but the frequency to
voltage conversion would not be linear due to the exponential
charges of the RC filter. Instead of that, we need a perfectly
linear conversion in order to determine accurately the input
frequency.

This linear conversion is done using a current mirror cou-
pled to a capacitor C1. This has been inspired by our preceding
implementation as shown in [15]. The current mirror is used
like the Charge Time Measurement Unit (CTMU) from a

PIC24F of Microchip [22]. Pulses from the monostable Timer
are creating a constant current in the left transistor of the
current mirror, this constant current is mirrored to get IC1

and used to discharge the capacitor C1. Thus, voltage UC1

decrease linearly during the monostable pulses, and remains
constant during the other phases.

Equation 2 describes UC1 evolution, corresponding to wave-
forms presented at fig. 4 :

UC1 = VCC −
∫ t

0

IC1(t)

C1
dt = VCC −

∫ t

0

I0
C1
Um(t)dt

= VCC − I0
C1

∗N ∗ TPW (1)

= VCC − I0
C1

∗ FS

FSH
∗ TPW (2)

where Um is a logical level 1 or 0 depending on the
monostable output state, I0 is the current during monostable
pulses in the current mirror, TPW the pulses duration, N
the number of pulses between two successive resets, FSH

the sample and hold frequency, and FS is the input signal
frequency.

US

UM

UA

UR

UC1

UC2

Uh

Fig. 4. Analog Wake-up detector waveforms

UC1 voltage is an image of the frequency and have to be
read periodically. This is done using a low frequency astable
timer producing periodically a signal UA at a fixed frequency
FSH , for closing Q1 PMOS transistor. UC1 voltage is sample
and hold into UC2, considering that C1 capacitor value is much
more important than C2 capacitor value. While this sample and
hold operation has been done, Q1 transistor is opened and Q2

PMOS transistor is closed in order the reset the voltage UC1

value at VCC .
Consequently, UC2 voltage is an image of the input signal

frequency. Final step of the process is to compare it with
fixed values in order to determine if the measured frequency is
within or not a specified interval. An ADC could also be used



to get the frequency value, but it would lead to a tremendous
power consumption compared with the overall consumption
of our wake-up trigger.

B. Implementation

Implementation of this ultra low-power wake-up detector
has been done on a PCB board using ultra low power analog
components. For example, 3.3V reference voltage is done
using a ultra low power regulator TPS783 [23] that regulates
the input voltage to 3.3V while consuming only 500nA.

1) Input Comparators: The input signal US is first pro-
cessed by a hysteresis trigger as shown in fig. 3. The hysteresis
comparator outputs the Uh signal. A small ambient noise
will not trigger the hysteresis comparator, thus eliminating
the input low level perturbations. Compared to the single
comparators used in [15], the hysteresis comparator offers a
more reliable noise rejection. In order to adapt filtering to the
different detection sensitivity, hysteresis level can be adjusted
by a reference voltage generated by the DAC of the supervisor.

Choice for the comparator is important because of the trade-
off between operating frequency and power consumption.
TVL3691 [24] is a good candidate with its very low power
consumption (only 75nA). However its maximum computing
signal frequency (30 kHz) is too low for high frequency
operations such as bats detection. Another reference has been
chosen : TLV7031 [25] from Texas Instrument having a prop-
agation delay comprised between 3 µs and a supply current
of 335nA. It allows to process signal up to 300 kHz.

2) Timers: Ultra low power timers are a key of our analog
wake-up detector. They are used for generating monostable
pulses synchronized with the rising edges of the input signal,
for generating an astable sample and hold signal (UA) and
a delayed signal (UR) for resetting capacitor voltage after
a sample and hold operation. This requires the use of three
timers. Due to power constraints, a very low implementation
of the classical 555 timer has been chosen : the CSS555C [26]
consuming 3µA only and having a large field of applications
[27].

Fig. 5. Monostable Timer.

Signal Uh from the input comparators triggers a monostable
timer, producing a rising edge UM on each falling edge of the
input signal. Fig. 5, shows the hardware implementation using
CSS555. Pulse width TPW is obtained from equation 3 :

TPW = L(RA + 2RB)CT (3)

where L = 0.695 is a constant corresponding to a produc-
tion parameter. In order to process input signals at 100kHz,
TPW has been chosen equal to 0.66µs, leading to RA = 10Ω,
RB = 0Ω and CT = 100pF . Having a lower capacitor has
been tested, but the behavior has been unstable, due to parasitic
capacitors not negligible under these values.

Fig. 6. Astable Timer.

Astable signal is also generated by a CSS555 timer produc-
ing a periodic signal UA as shown in fig.6. Astable frequency
is set using equation 4:

TOSC = L(RA + 2RB)CT (4)

Where L = 0, 695 is still a constant. In order to obtain an
sample and hold frequency of about 1kHz, RA = 700kΩ,
RB = 370kΩ and CT = 1nF have been chosen.

The capacitor reset signal UR is obtained for UA by adding
a delay using a CSS555 as shown in fig.7. Delay is set using
equation 7:

Fig. 7. Delay Timer.

td0 = ln(
2

3
) − ln(1 − 2

3
(RF +RA)/RF ) (5)

td1 = ln(
2

3
) − ln(

1

3
) = 0, 693 (6)

tD =
1

2
CT [td0(RA//RF +RB) + (td1RB)] (7)

tPW =
1

2
CT td1(RA//RF + 2RB) (8)

Where tD is the delay and tPW the pulse width. In order
to have a delay of 20µs allowing to correctly transfer charges
form C1 to C2 before reset, following values have been chosen
: RA = 100kΩ, RB = 10kΩ, RF = 510kΩ and CT = 100pF .



3) Current Mirror: Current mirror is the last central el-
ement of our system. It is replacing the CTMU [22], [28],
[29] used in [15]. The current mirror is used as a constant
controlled current source driven by the monostable output UM

for discharging main capacitor C1. When activated, current
value in the mirror I0 is set by the serial resistor and the
output voltage of the monostable as shown in equation 9.

I0 =
VCC − VBE

R
(9)

Monostable

Timer

Mirror Current :

UC1UM

Vcc

Trigger

Delay

Fig. 8. Current Mirror

Choice of the current mirror analog component is very im-
portant as precision of frequency measurement relies directly
on the mirror precision. BCV62 PNP current mirror [30] has
been tested at a first time because of its low cost. But its
precision was too low (70% of matching between transistor T1
and transistor T2) for a precise detection of frequency. Then,
REF200 [31] from Texas Instrument has been chosen. This
expensive current mirror is very precise, with around 0.25%
of matching between the two transistors. It works up to 5MHz
which is more than sufficient for our 100kHz signal. Power
consumption is not a problem for the mirror considering it
is only consuming power when monostable is triggered, that
means rarely. The choice of the REF200 has an impact on
the design. It uses NPN transistors, that means current is
discharging capacitor C1, whereas a PNP mirror could be used
for charging the capacitor.

4) Capacitors and associated currents: Capacitor C1 is the
heart of the analog wake-up detector, being charged linearly
by successive phases. The values of C1, C2 and I0 have to be
chosen carefully. Considering input frequency to be detected
is 100kHz, sample and hold frequency is 1kHz, , TPW =
0.66µs and UC1

minimal value is 0, equation 2 gives :
I0
C1

=
VCC

FS

FSH
∗ TPW

= 50000 (10)

Limiting the mirror current to I0 = 0.1mA conducts to have
C1 = 200nF .

After integration, UC1
voltage have to be sampled and

hold in C2. This is done by closing Q1 PMOS. Charges are
transferred from the C1 to C2, leading to a change in UC1 . In
order to keep this change a low as possible, C2 value have to
be chosen far lower than C1 and has been set to C2 = 1nF .

5) Output Comparators: Once the UC1 has been sampled
and hold into C2 capacitor, UC2

has to be exploited in a very
efficient and simple way. This is done using ultra low power
and low speed comparators as shown in fig.9.

Fig. 9. Final Computation

By associating 2 comparators, a specific range of input
frequency can be selected in output with a good precision.
If the input signal frequency is in the selected interval, both
outputs of the comparators will be equal to a logical 1,
triggering an interrupt on the management unit.

Several comparators associations can be done, allowing to
detect a signal in several bands of frequencies. This can be
used for detecting generated frequencies of order to synchro-
nize or trigger a wireless sensor network as presented in [32].

As the output comparators are working at a low frequency,
is not necessary to use a fast comparator such as the TVL7031.
Instead of that, the TVL3691 can be used, leading to an
additional power reduction.

IV. RESULTS

Our ultra-low power wake-up detector has the ability of
detecting signals having a frequency up to 300 kHz. As we can
see on the figure 3, three comparators TLV7031 are present in
the design, each one having a power consumption of 0.335µA.
Three analog functions using a CSS555C are also used, each
one having a power consumption of about 3µA under 3.3V ,
considering the power consumption of the CSS555C itself,
which is much more important than the power consumption of
the large resistors and capacitors around. Power consumption
of the current mirror is very low, because this component is
only active on the monostable pulses. This is also true for
the resistors around the CSS555C. Both MOS-FET are also
used sparsely and thus have a very limited power consumption
compared to the CSS555C. Adding all power consumptions,
this leads to an approximate overall consumption of 36µW
for the analog wake-up detector.

This power consumption can be reduced by replacing the
TLV7031 by the TLV3691 which consume only 75nA but is
limited to 30kHz. This replacement can be done only on the
final comparators because they are working at a low frequency
(less than 1 KHz). We this replacement, power consumption
is reduced to 34µW .

This power consumption can be compared with the micro-
controller implementation of the acoustic Wake-up detector
presented in [15]. This digital wake-up detector makes the



most of the CTMU module from a PIC24F from MicroChip.
Its power consumption is about 0.6 mW.

Finally, our analog wake-up detector power consumption
is 18 times lower than this previous implementation. This
allows the system to detect wake-up high frequency analog
events in continuous mode during 2.3 years on a single
CR2032 coin cell having a 230mAh capacity. Used with
a low power microphone FG-23329-P07 from Knowles, the
power consumption raises to 230µW , leading to a continuous
detection of 125 days using a single CR2032 coin cell. A
one year autonomy can be achieved using 3 coin cells, having
a total weight of 9 grams. This solution is perfectly suited
for long term embedded stealth monitoring systems used in
environment or military applications.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

This miniaturized solution can be used in a large common
class of environmental or military issues : stealth recording or
analyzing of acoustic signals emitted by animals or drones,
by prefiltering instants when they are present or suspected to
be there. For being stealth, size and weight of the system are
very important and are greatly improved by our analog wake-
up detector, considering

As an example of use, we use this analog wake-up detector
for protecting a strict nature reserve island (Ilot Bagaud, part of
the Parc National de Port Cros in France) from rats intrusions
with the Qualilife system [8], [33] integrating the low power
acoustic wake-up system shown in Fig. 3.

Other applications using non acoustic high frequency signal
analysis and detection can be developed using our analog
Wake-up detector. In particular, using photo-transistors instead
of microphones allows to have a pulsed light wake-up system
operated from a long distance with no propagation delay. This
can can be used for triggering simultaneously a whole environ-
mental wireless sensor network even in a dense environment.
This can be used in cooperation with sound detection for
trajectography applications [32].
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